Bragg projection ptychography on niobium phase domains
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Bragg projection ptychography (BPP) is a coherent x-ray diffraction imaging technique which combines the strengths of scanning microscopy with the phase contrast of x-ray ptychography. Here we apply it for high resolution imaging of the phase-shifted crystalline domains associated with epitaxial growth. The advantages of BPP are that the spatial extent of the sample is arbitrary, it is nondestructive, and it gives potentially diffraction limited spatial resolution. Here we demonstrate the application of BPP for revealing the domain structure caused by epitaxial misfit in a nanostructured metallic thin film. Experimental coherent diffraction data were collected from a niobium thin film, epitaxially grown on a sapphire substrate as the beam was scanned across the sample. The data were analyzed by BPP using a carefully selected combination of refinement procedures. The resulting image shows a close packed array of epitaxial domains, shifted with respect to each other due to misfit between the film and its substrate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray diffraction has long been used to investigate the properties of materials such as crystalline thin films. X rays have the advantage over more surface-sensitive imaging modalities, such as atomic force microscopy, electron microscopy or photoemission electron microscopy because they can penetrate the entire sample. Bragg coherent imaging methods have the dark field advantage that they only consider signals from the parts of the sample that are contributing to the Bragg peak; all other sources of scattering and contributions from other components of the sample are suppressed. The only complication in the experiment reported here is that there is a substrate Bragg peak close to the range of the data, which has to be manually removed from the data.

Synchrotron generated x rays can be tuned to the absorption edges of specific electronic states involved in specific ordering processes. Determination of electronic, magnetic or crystalline structures are the main focus of synchrotron x-ray studies which make use of this tunability, alongside the accessibility of phase contrast, in both real and reciprocal-space imaging methods. Specifically, x-ray coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) [1,2] is a versatile probe of nanoscale structure in noncrystalline and crystalline materials to resolutions of better than 20 nm at third-generation synchrotron facilities. The best spatial resolution achieved to date is 2 nm [3] using hard x rays and 5 nm [4] using soft x rays, while efforts are under way to reach subnanometer resolution.

CDI uses real and reciprocal-space constraints to retrieve complex density images of nanoscale to mesoscale objects, avoiding the need for x-ray lenses. When CDI is used on Bragg diffraction geometry, the phases of the complex image provide useful maps of strains present in the crystalline samples studied [5]. To produce a complex density map of an extended sample, the beam is raster scanned across the sample with partially overlapping probe positions, in a method called ptychography [6,7]. This method is found to be sufficiently robust to allow full deconvolution of the detailed features of an object from those of the probe along with any positional alignment uncertainties [8–11] and decomposition of illumination modes in case of a reduced degree of coherence [12]. Ptychography, coupled with tomographic techniques, has the added advantage of measuring the three-dimensional (3D) distribution without
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strenuous sample preparation. Ptychography in the Bragg geometry is able to discriminate between areas in the sample with different ordering strengths or orientations, such as domain structures in thin films.

 Nonetheless, the realization of Bragg projection ptychography (BPP) by augmenting ptychography to Bragg-geometry experiments is nontrivial due to the complexities of the experimental geometries involved. The technique is still under development because of its great potential towards gaining high-resolution images over wide fields of view. The recent development of BPP by Hruszkewycz et al. incorporates the geometrical relation between the Bragg measurements and the overlapping projections by inverting only a set of two-dimensional (2D) diffraction patterns (a single cut through the 3D diffraction volume) and performing judicious scans. In our realization of BPP, we use a set of 3D piezo-stages to perform a laboratory frame scan that preserves the perpendicularity to the beam in the laboratory frame, the projected overlap after the beam displacement is symmetric with equal step sizes within the detector plane (|a′ b′| = −|a″ b″|) for the specular case, as used in the work of Hruszkewycz et al.

FIG. 1. Schematic of Bragg projection on an idealized niobium thin film presenting a single layer of structural domains. By scanning the beam in the laboratory frame, the projected overlap after the beam displacement is symmetric with equal step sizes within the detector plane (|a′ b′| = −|a″ b″|) for the specular case, as used in the work of Hruszkewycz et al. [16].

The ratio of beam size on sample to the thin film thickness is about 25, which means our geometry is mathematically valid for Bragg projection ptychography.

Both our work that of and Hruszkewycz et al. [13] have Strong divergent beam, however, in our work, we have only a section of the divergent beam. We have used the section projection theorem. We cut the center of speckle, Fourier transformed into a projection view of domains. The difference between our work and the work of [13] is as follows: In our work, we are not modeling the probe and just image the probe, our probes change more, and our probe fluctuation is more intense, where in [13], their probe is more stable. There are several major distinctions. Our experiment looks at a granular domain structure in a thin film, whereas Ref. [13] looks at an almost perfect crystalline film. Our beam divergence is much smaller than that of [13], so that the diffraction pattern of our samples extends far outside the beam divergence, whereas that of [13] stays mostly within the beam. Since the two experiments are in different limits, they benefit from different approximations.

II. NIOBIUM THIN FILMS

Niobium films have found numerous applications thanks to their ability to grow on sapphire substrates of various surface orientations, providing valuable buffer layers for the synthesis of layered structures in many areas of nanotechnology [23,24]. Niobium can be epitaxially grown on a variety of ceramic materials, MgO, GaAs, InAs, by means of molecular beam epitaxy but so far it is the Nb/sapphire system that produces the highest crystalline quality. (11-20) oriented sapphire substrates are closely matched to the spacing of body-centered cubic (BCC) niobium (110) planes. The sample used in this experiment was a Nb(110) thin film with a thickness of about 100 nm, which is above the critical thickness [25,26]. Under these conditions, the real nanostructure of these systems is generally complicated by the unavoidable lattice misfit between the film and substrate, which gives rise to elastic strain that is relaxed by misfit dislocations [27]. Such epitaxial structures have already been investigated by x-ray diffraction, however, so far without the ability to image the individual domains [23]. BPP is an effective way to understand such
structures at the level of the nanoscale domains, because the inherent real-space phase-contrast images of the thin film can identify these domains as crystal blocks with distinct phases. This allows comparison with models of domain structures where the global elastic strain of the film-substrate system is minimized.

III. EXPERIMENTS

Coherent diffraction patterns from a specular (110) reflection were collected with focused 8.9-keV x rays, in a concentric scan pattern, using a charge-coupled device (CCD) x-ray detector positioned 2.184 m downstream of the sample. A highly coherent beam was generated with a 100-μm horizontal secondary-source aperture, 26 m from the undulator source. This was focused to ∼800 × 800 nm² by a pair of Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirrors with entrance slits set to 30H × 50V μm². The specular Nb(110) Bragg reflection was chosen for ptychographic scan. The crystalline structure of niobium is body-centered cubic lattice with a lattice parameter of 0.3301 nm, and sapphire has unit cell length \( a = 0.350 \text{ nm} \). The lattice mismatch of these in reciprocal space was calculated by Eq. (1) of Ref. [28] with the experimental parameters used in the experiment such as x-ray energy, sample to detector distance, and detector pixel size, etc. This is roughly in agreement with the experimental coherent diffraction data shown in Fig. 2 to be around 0.1 nm⁻¹. The XRD result in Fig. 3 in Ref. [24] suggesting the separation of sapphire bulk peak and the Nb thin film Bragg peak was around 0.1–0.2 nm⁻¹, which is in agreement with our experimental diffraction pattern displayed in Fig. 2 of our paper. We would like to note that the XRD result in Fig. 3 in Ref. [24] was performed that was solely sensitive in the thickness direction of the Nb thin film, whereas our measurements mainly contain x-ray diffraction patterns in the Nb thin film surface direction, not the Nb thin film thickness direction as measurements with conventional XRD methods; thus the results from the two techniques can only be compared with some error bars allowed in reciprocal space.

A typical diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 2, and a summary of experimental parameters is given in Table I.

Mutual interference between different regions of the film, when coherently illuminated, modulates the large Nb peak into a densely speckled pattern with the mean feature size inversely proportional to the incident beam size. The beam also diffracts from crystalline substrate and gives rise to a sharp single Bragg peak which is of comparable intensity to the central speckles arising from the thin film peak. This substrate peak was removed from the data by manually setting the intensity to zero. The visibility of the speckle was estimated at 80 ± 5% from a line plot (Fig. 2 showing good contrast). The speckles are oversampled with ∼12 pixels across each feature. The mismatch between the bulk peak and the Nb speckle patterns, which gives rise to the creation of phase domains in the system, also causes the peak separation in reciprocal space seen on the CCD detector, so that we were able to isolate the Nb thin film speckle patterns for ptychographic reconstructions. From our coherent diffraction pattern displayed in Fig. 2, we calculate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. Experimental parameters for ptychographic scans on Nb(110) data taken at APS beamline 34-ID-C.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lattice parameter, (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample at (θ_{110})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera at (δ_{110})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector distance, (z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector pixel size, (Δp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-space pixel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan step size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of overlap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that the average domain size should have a 3:1 ratio with the larger side around an average size of 100 nm. The average size of the long side of phase domains of the Nb thin film is 100 nm with the long to short size being 3:1; this is in agreement with the atomic force microscopy (AFM) image reported in Fig. 1(b) of Ref. [24] with the same Nb thin film thickness.

IV. PYTCHOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

The first step of the ptychographic reconstruction was to estimate the complex probe illumination function by reconstructing a classical Siemens star test pattern in the transmission geometry. The test pattern was a strongly phase-shifting radial-spoke design cut into a 1.5-sion geometry. The test pattern was a strongly phase-shifting structuring a classical Siemens star test pattern in the transmis-
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error in scan positions was calculated with

$$\Delta_{\text{avg}} = \frac{\sum_j |r_j^\text{final} - r_j^\text{scan}|}{N} = \frac{\sum_j |c_j^\text{final}|}{N},$$ (1)

where $N$ is the number of positions and $c_j$ the deviation from the idealized scan.

One of the fundamental requirements for ptychography to reliably factorize the real space image plane into a probe function and an object function is that the probe structure has to be the same at each position [29]. This requires a stable experimental setup so that the probe is time invariant. In reality, shape and intensity variations in the probe structure were found to occur for scans approaching an hour in duration. It was considered possible, therefore, that the poorly formed outer fringes found in the first attempt to reconstruct the probe could have been due to probe instabilities. To attempt to correct for this effect, the DM real-space update equations [see Eqs. (7) and (8) in [6]] were modified to include a sequence of successive probe functions $P(r) \rightarrow P_d(r)$ during reconstruction of a single object $O(r)$ with

$$P_d(r) = \sum_{d=1}^{D} \sum_{j=0}^{D} \frac{O(r - r_j) \psi_d(r)}{\left| P_d(r - r_j) \right|^2},$$ (2)

and

$$O(r) = \sum_{d=1}^{D} \sum_{j=0}^{D} \frac{P_d^*(r + r_j) \psi_d(r)}{\left| P_d^*(r + r_j) \right|^2},$$ (3)

where $D$ is the number of illuminations to be reconstructed and $N$ the number of scan points.

While this method bears some similarity with the parallelization strategy proposed by Guizar-Sicairos et al. [30,31], although it involves no synchronization and stitching processes to obtain bigger field of view in two dimensions to avoid probe fluctuations. Therefore, it is possible to make self-consistent local data, so that probe does not fluctuate during data acquisition during one single ptychographic scan. There is another recent work focusing on this probe fluctuation topic [32]. In this paper, the authors used coherent probes from single value decomposition of original probe, and this recently developed method is probably a more elegant way to address the issue of fluctuating probe, and the method should be used in the future. This technique will generate fewer ambiguities in the reconstructed phase domains. It also should not be confused with the multimodal decomposition method [12] which is needed in the case of a partially coherent illuminating probe. The multimodal description of the beam was not found to be necessary in our experiments, although it could be implemented in the future. Since the concentric scan pattern was decomposed in a linear fashion, it resulted in an overlap constrained only in one lateral direction at the outside of the spiral scan. This multiprobe method was tested by performing reconstructions with sequences of two, four, six, and eight independent probe functions. The reconstructions followed the following algorithm sequence: For the first 60 iterations, the reconstructions were performed using the original probe function estimate from the test sample, which was updated for 40 iterations before starting the dynamical probe scheme to evaluate $D - 1$ further probe functions. This scheme was run for 300 iterations and followed by 100 iterations of position corrections. The carefully selected combination of refinement that includes multiple probe analysis and position correction. The position correction method we used is the annealing method [10], because this method seems to be robust to this case, in conjunction with multiple probe analysis. Each of the ptychography scan performed is around one hour, which suggests that for every one-eighth hour the probe has changed. That means we had probe fluctuations for every 7.7 min on average. Reconstructions performed with $D = 2$ (two independent probe functions) yielded noticeable improvement with fringes that were more extended and regular. However, it was found that $D = 8$ led to probe functions with the clear shape expected for a pair of KB mirrors at its focal plane. These images are shown in Fig. 3 [33].

The plot reported in Fig. 3(e) clearly shows the mean error in the determined probe positions decreases as a function of $D$ with a minimum of 2 pixels (60 nm) reached for the $D = 8$ case, for which it can be seen that the positions migrate in an unbiased way around the starting positions with no apparent global trend. The $x$ direction was found to be more stable than $y$, which may be coupled to the observation that the probe fringes are better defined in this direction. The first probe ($d = 1$) of the $D = 8$ probe function is displayed in Fig. 3(d). Thus the position correction seems to have little influence on the probe functions, which is also clear from our finding for $D = 1$ in Fig. 3(b). The position deviation from one probe function to the next are within 5% according to the correlation plot in Fig. 3(f), and the total drift was less than 8% over the
FIG. 3. (a) Plot of the corrected positions for the reconstruction of Nb(110) data with a single probe function \((D = 1)\). The points plotted in violet are shown every 5 iterations during the refinement process. (b) Reconstructed probe for \(D = 1\), scale bar, 2 \(\mu\)m. (c) Plot of the corrected positions for \(D = 8\) probes. (d) First probe function for \(D = 8\), scale bar, 2 \(\mu\)m. (e) Plot of the mean error \((\Delta_{\text{avg}})\) as a function of \(D\). (f) Correlation coefficient plot of the probe functions for reconstructions with \(D = 2, 4, 6,\) and 8, respectively. (g)–(m) The remaining seven probes for the \(D = 8\) reconstruction. (n) The propagation of KB focused probe in this study. The yellow scale bar corresponds to 2-mm distance.
TABLE II. Phase values of ramps found in two random seedings of ptychographic reconstructions using a subset of eight probe functions respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pd</th>
<th>$P_1$</th>
<th>$P_2$</th>
<th>$P_3$</th>
<th>$P_4$</th>
<th>$P_5$</th>
<th>$P_6$</th>
<th>$P_7$</th>
<th>$P_8$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_d$</td>
<td>0.2$\pi$</td>
<td>0.1$\pi$</td>
<td>0.2$\pi$</td>
<td>0$\pi$</td>
<td>-0.2$\pi$</td>
<td>0.3$\pi$</td>
<td>-0.3$\pi$</td>
<td>-0.1$\pi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_d$</td>
<td>-0.5$\pi$</td>
<td>-0.4$\pi$</td>
<td>0.2$\pi$</td>
<td>-0.4$\pi$</td>
<td>0.2$\pi$</td>
<td>0.1$\pi$</td>
<td>0.4$\pi$</td>
<td>0.1$\pi$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

full duration the ptychographic measurement. It is believed that this refinement scheme does not increase the number of degrees of freedom in the ptychographic algorithm but rather provides a better set of constraints to drive convergence. Overall the reproducibility of the result was better with eight probe functions reconstructions involving a smaller number of probe functions. The eight probe functions are images of probes at different points in time, which is the average probe of this section of the scan area.

In the final images of the sample, the removal of linear phase offsets is usually not found to be an issue, since this is unconstrained. However, different phase offsets that arose from different random seedings of the algorithm did introduce possible ambiguities into the final reconstruction. The various phase domain images of the sample were therefore not unique because they contained an arbitrary phase offset. Guizar-Sicairos et al. [34] have addressed the fact that an additional ambiguity arises in the form of linear phase ramps whenever both object and probe are reconstructed: However, to satisfy both the overlap constraint and Fourier modulus constraint, these linear phase ramps must in principle be of equal magnitude and opposite sign. Hence, phase ramps found in each of the $D$ reconstructed illuminations were calculated by the center-of-mass method and used to cancel out phase ramps present within the complex object. Their respective values ($\phi_d$) are reported in Table II for the ptychographic reconstructions using a subset of eight probe functions.

![Image](image.png)

**FIG. 4.** (a) Hue rendering of a central region of objects with suppressed phase ramps, according to Eq. (4) and phase difference map of the two reconstructions with random initial starts. The difference map image was performed on the image shown. (b) Same for a different sample area. Both white and black scale bars are 200 nm. (c) Phase retrieval transfer function of the data used in this study.
As expected, the phase ramp values were found to change from run to run but also in between each probe function of the same iteration and reconstruction. A change between neighboring illumination phase ramps further complicates the phase ramp removal. Nonetheless, an integral phase ramp cancellation on each of the \( j = N \) views object’s subfields could be performed according to

\[
O_{cc}(r) = \sum_{d=1}^{D} \sum_{j=(d-1)\frac{N}{D}+1}^{d\frac{N}{D}} e^{-i\phi_d} O(r - r_j + c_j^{\text{final}}),
\]

where \( \phi_d \) is the associated phase ramp array.

The final phase image of the sample, at two different regions near the center, are displayed in Fig. 4. We leave the reconstructions in the \( xy \), which is the detector frame. To demonstrate the reliability of measured and calculated intensity patterns, we have calculated the phase retrieval transfer function (PRTF) in Fig. 4(c). PRTF was calculated [35] by comparing the measured and calculated diffraction patterns at the same reciprocal space Q region, and the ratio of two intensities was analyzed to be between 0 and 1, with 1 being the most faithful match between the two intensities. This allows us to estimate the resolution of the final image to be 37 nm. The reconstructed images are displayed in the \( xy \) coordinate frame defined in Fig. 1 which is not the coordinate frame of the sample face. The sample features are therefore elongated due to the footprint of the x-ray beam in the specular reflection geometry used in the experiment. Before applying the subtraction of two phase images, the images are subpixel shifted by maximizing the modulus square of the cross correlation of the two images in this study as illustrated in Ref. [36]. The complex images are registered before calculation of the difference map. The difference map is calculated as \( \text{Phase of image 1) - (Phase of image 2)} \). We note that there are small, apparently random, differences between the reconstructions from multiple random starts, as presented in Fig. 4, we attribute these to differences in the propagation of noise from the original data.

The image of Fig. 4 can be readily understood as a phase-contrast picture of the nanoscale domains in the Nb(110) thin film studied by BPP. It shows a mosaic of nanoscale blocks of material, shifted in phase with respect to each other. Within each mosaic block, the phase is roughly constant, indicating it is a rather perfect, unstrained piece of crystal. The boundaries between the blocks are abrupt and quite straight, with a slight dimming of the amplitude that is understood as partial cancellation of different phases falling within a resolution element. These boundaries can be understood as the slip planes between the crystal blocks where the misfit dislocations are accumulated (but not resolved). It can be seen that the blocks have a fairly regular size and a spacing of about 40 nm. The misfit between the Nb and the sapphire substrate should determine the dislocation density, but this has to be considered at the high growth temperature where diffusion is activated. The amount of misfit can be estimated from the observation that the Nb spacing slips by \( a_0/\sqrt{2} = 0.23 \) nm between every block, spaced 40 nm apart. This corresponds to a misfit of 0.6%. The AFM image reported in Fig. 1(b) in Ref. [24], displaying the average size of the long side of phase domains of the Nb thin film at 100 nm with the long to short size being 3:1 with the same Nb thin film thickness; this shows their result is in agreement with our coherent x-ray scattering intensities and BPP reconstructions. We note that while these phase domain structures are expected from theories of epitaxy, the misfit structures, and are rather difficult to detect with other methods: For example, the aggressive sectioning of the sample, required for TEM, can disturb the delicate strained structures in the thin film. We envisage in the future, we will combine coherent probe decomposition [32] with 3D Bragg projection ptychography to help better understand structures and rotations of reconstructed phase domains. Our independent probes have their own phase ramps; this technique could remove the probe phase ramps, so that one can better understand the variations of phase structures in the reconstructed sample without phase ramps.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated the application of BPP in reflection geometry on a sample that contains crystallographic domains which appear as phase-shifted blocks in the reconstructed image at a resolution of 37 nm. Direct imaging of such domains, expected from the presence of misfit structures in epitaxial thin film heterostructures, through the phase contrast channel is a new result. BBP has the potential for imaging a wide variety of crystalline thin films of scientific interest, with both tens-of-nanometers resolution and an arbitrarily wide field of view. Given the large amount of information contained in coherent diffraction patterns, such as Fig. 2, and the results presented here about the complexity of the modeling needed to produce images, the full potential of BPP will call for even more advanced iterative algorithms to be developed and implemented. For example, in the case of less symmetric geometries, more understanding of the beam coherence properties is needed. Nevertheless, this work has advanced the experimental procedures and algorithm development for Bragg projection ptychography in the reflection geometry. Important future applications might include the imaging of orbital ordering domains in strongly correlated electron systems, or spin density waves, for example, once suitable cryostats can be implemented.
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